Well, learning English wasn’t that hard for me because we st— well my— my class and, I think every— every child of my age during that time, we start learning English at the age of seven. We’re from a new generation and so we have a new rule— like when I was born, the Canadian government was imposing some rules so like you live in the English country th— your kids— yeah, sure, French is gonna be your first language, but they shall start learning English a— as soon as possible. So yeah, it was— for me it’s not— it wasn’t that difficult, like, because each year I was learning English so it’s really, yeah and using French as first language — well it’s like— um … it’s like … um … Spain, actually, they have two language there too and doesn’t cause any problems when — when — and it’s the same in Canada. We have two languages and they co-exist mostly perfectly. And I am quite proud of it, ‘cause usually two— two cultures, two different language can cause a civil war and — and we aren’t there, so…